262 he shamed them. It was the first time in history that the
head of a state spoke such words to a Parliament. Be-
cause of the coup d'etat his enemies were still opposed to
him, but with, each election they lost and he gained. He
continued the fight against corruption and sternly in-
sisted that the men involved in foreign concessions should
be punished.
The opposition made a last desperate attempt against
him in 1930 when some leaders announced a great assem-
bly at Krakow of members of all parties fighting the
Marshal; they planned to march on Warsaw, seize the
government, and carry out a coup d'etat of their own.
The plan failed, for instead of many thousands, few
people went to Krakow. Taking advantage of a parlia-
mentary recess when members of the Sejm were not
immune, the leaders were arrested and imprisoned at
Brzesc, and later tried and sentenced. Pilsudski insisted
that these cases must be pushed through, that the people
must see that disorders could be mastered and that mis-
deeds would be punished.
Men were often astonished at the violence of Ms
attacks on Parliament, at the strong words he used in
describing faults in public life. On occasions there would
come an outburst of PilsudsMan anger, followed by hard,
bitter words lashing the members of the Sejm. He com-
pared them to a locomotive drawing a pin, to a worm
that he could crush under his thumb. Yet in spite of fre-
quent urging, he abolished neither .the Parliament nor
the Constitution.
Inwardly he was a man of the greatest delicacy and
this was emphasized by his good breeding. tf*How can he
say such things?" people would ask, shocked at Ms ex-
pressions. And he would reply, "There are wounds in the
Polish character—I don't want them to heal over with a
thin membrane wMle there's infection underneath. I
want to tear away that membrane, to shock the Polish
brain with coarse words, so that nothing shall cover

